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WHAT IS THIS THING AND WHY SHOULD I PLAY IT?

A bunch of people gathered in a room start talking. They slowly drift off to confer in twos and threes. 
A sense of tension starts to build as different groups coalesce and break off. Rumors spread. People 
start yelling. Someone is lying dead in one of the side rooms. Who was last with them? Is anyone else 
missing? Some try to investigate while others keep going about their own business, and someone falls 
into hysterics. An hour later, three more are dead, one person is aiming a gun at another, accusing 
them of being their own time-traveling grandmother, and three more are arguing about who stole the 
priceless diamond hidden in the first corpse's underwear while the real thief quietly tries to sneak by 
and escape. 

Espionage Party is a game all about creating an exciting, confusing mess with friends and strangers.  
The game scenarios cover a variety of genres, from a sci-fi romp with space pirates to a high society 
charity function filled with fake smiles and old grudges. People may die, fall in love, get revenge, or 
create complex conspiracies. Every character is unique, armed with a set of goals, items, information, 
and rumors. There's no script or cue cards. No telling which of the characters will be there. No way 
to predict what ideas players will take into their heads and just run with. Because only the starting 
conditions of the game remain constant, each scenario will play out very differently each time it is 
played. If you don't get by now why you need this in your life, then this game is probably not for you.

WHAT IS A GAME MASTER?

Someone needs to be in charge of moderating the chaos as it unfolds. Someone needs to give out the 
characters, tell people when they're dead, and pretend everything will be all right. If you're the one 
buying the scenario, that's probably you. You are the Game Master (GM). You will be in charge of 
organizing the game, gathering the players, reading through the materials, making sure any planned 
events happen, and playing referee whenever there are rule questions or disputes. Whereas other 
players will only know a tiny part of the story when the game starts, you will have knowledge of each 
character's secrets and the plotlines involved. A GM still plays a character with opinions and an outlook 
on what is going on, but these characters typically lack dark secrets and objectives.

Before the game, the GM's job is organizing everything. During the game, it's knowing things because 
there needs to be someone to answer questions and mediate mechanics. That said, expect to be surprised. 
Players tend to muck everything up in ways you couldn't imagine going in. But since that is exactly what 
this game is for, that's not really a problem. 
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IMMERSION AND REALISM

Our design philosophy places an emphasis on immersion; we believe players should have a chance to 
sink their teeth into the part and feel like their character is real for just a little while. This means we try 
to keep the rules simple and overt reminders that you are playing a game minimal. That should make 
your work during the game fairly easy. Once the party starts, most of the action will be driven by the 
players.

From the moment you begin, everything people say should be treated as if their characters are speaking. 
Everyone should agree on a signal to indicate exceptions to this. Our playing group uses the 'half-
moose.' Splay your hand and stick the thumb next to your head, fingers up. It doesn't actually matter 
what the signal is as long as everyone knows what it means.

Here is why it's important: if you assume that everything is in character, this allows players to try to 
get reads on the people around them and fully get into their characters. For example, imagine two 
characters are secretly Russian spies pretending to be Americans. When they're alone together, they 
drop into Russian accents. Another player is listening from the other side of the door and hears this. If 
it has not been well-established that everything should be in character, this player might think the other 
two are just being silly, not realizing that they have discovered something important.

All in all, immersion should not be broken without reason. This includes your setting. Whatever rooms 
are available in your play space, that's what your players have to work with. If a player can see or hear 
someone else, so can their character. There should be only two exceptions to this: a GM stepping out of 
character to administrate the game or a player whose character has died or left and has not yet received 
a new one.

Similarly, scenarios are played in real time. If a character is dosed with a poison that gives them five 
minutes to live, that character will die after five real minutes.

Finally, it is up to the player to conceal any game items they receive, whether using cards cut out from 
the game documents or substitute props. It may be wise to remind players of this so they can wear 
clothing that allows them to conceal resources. Players may also dress according to the setting of the 
scenario, but this is not required.
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A NOTE ON SEX AND GENDER

Most characters are written so they can be played by a member of any gender. While some character 
archetypes in books and films are historically associated with either men or women, we do not believe 
this should place a restriction on who can play what characters in our game. Women can enjoy being 
brooding thugs for hire. Men can enjoy being sly socialites out to marry into wealth by any means 
necessary. Transgender and non-binary individuals should feel included as well.

For these reasons, the pronoun 'they' is used in the third-person singular when referring to almost all 
playable characters. There are rare exceptions to this; a single specifically female character is included 
in  because that character's sex is plot-relevant. You could still cast a man in that 
role if you wish, as long as players understand that the character is meant be a woman.

Be aware that this means characters in or pursuing romantic relationships may end up in any gender 
combination. If there are combinations you wish to avoid, you are free to cast 
appropriately. Players wishing to avoid such combinations can simply mark that they 
do not want a character romance in their casting questionnaire.

Some scenarios may take place in settings where 
certain groups have historically faced broad 
discrimination. Arsenic and Old Mills, for example, 
is placed in 1898 New York City. The character Blair 
Sheridan is a prominent business owner, which 
would have been difficult in that time and place for a 
woman or an African American. As a rule of thumb, 
if such historical discrimination does not serve the 
plot of the game, assume you are playing in an alternate 
history where it simply didn't exist. This is a case where 
fun should definitely trump realism.
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WHAT YOU'LL NEED

First, buy one of our scenarios. Each Espionage Party scenario can accommodate anywhere from under 
ten to almost twenty players. A range is given for each scenario on our website. Next, set a date and 
invite players. You will want to be sure to have the minimum number of players listed for the scenario. 
This number does not include the GM. Each scenario includes one GM character role.

If you haven't already done so, you will now want to completely read through the scenario, familiarizing 
yourself with the plot and characters involved. A summary of the storylines and characters in each 
scenario is given in the scenario handbook to make the character profiles easier to follow. However, you 
will also want to read each of the character profiles. You will need to have a working knowledge of the 
game's plots, secrets, and rules in order to answer player questions and render rulings when called on. It 
is admittedly a lot and can feel overwhelming. Failing to remember every little detail is unlikely to end 
in disaster. It should be enough to understand generally what is going on and make sure you have notes 
on the particularly important bits if you need them. 

Depending on which scenario you have chosen, you may consider gathering decorations and food for 
the event to help get players in the right mood. Food that can be eaten while moving around and talking 
to other players is recommended. You could also ask players to bring food to lighten the load on you.

Print out everything in advance. It is best to do this before the day of the game. If you have the time 
and inclination, you may also acquire substitute props in place of some of the resources. Substitute 
prop suggestions are given in the scenario handbook. A preparations checklist is also provided with the 
scenario so you can make sure you do not miss anything.

You will need a location with enough space. Generally speaking, you'll want a central location big enough 
to fit all the players at once, as well as at least two to three other rooms or other secluded areas. These 
spaces should be able to provide privacy for secret conferences, murders, and other furtive activities. 
Bedrooms, outdoor areas, and apartment hallways all make good areas when privacy is needed.
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CASTING

Every player at your game will receive a character profile and have a chance to read it thoroughly before 
beginning play. You have several options for how to fill out your cast. If you think you know all your 
players well enough, you can simply assign them characters based on what you think they would enjoy 
playing.

Otherwise, you can use our casting program, which involves your guests filling out questionnaires 
about what kind of character they would like to play (either in advance or night of). It will be easier if 
all your casting is done in advance. This also gives players a chance to internalize their character and 
consider what they will do. This does, however, make it awkward if someone cannot show up. Our 
system attempts to make it relatively easy to change casting on short notice. You might find a mix of 
advance and on-demand casting to be most practical. If you do not wish to use the casting program at 
all, we also provide a list of casting suggestions in each scenario handbook.

Each scenario has a minimum number of characters it can work with. This is called the core cast. 
These characters are woven together so tightly that the game will not properly function if any of them 
are missing. In addition to the core cast, there are a number of supplementary characters. These are 
added onto the core cast depending on how many more players you have. Supplementary characters 
are sometimes grouped together, even if the characters do not know they are linked. If character A and 
character B are grouped, you cannot cast one without the other. These groupings will be given in the 
scenario handbook character summaries and casting program.
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ANATOMY OF A PROFILE

Each character profile contains the following sections.

Name: This is not necessarily the character's real name but is how most others know this character. 
In addition to the name at the top of the profile, a character could potentially have an alias or secret 
identity given in the body.

Body: The main section of the profile gives the character's history, motives, and relevant information 
about who they are and what they want. Because there is so much variance in plots and which characters 
are present, not everything mentioned will necessarily become relevant during your game. Read 
carefully.

Secrets: This section summarizes the character's secrets. Assume that these facts are not widely known, 
although one or two other characters may have somehow found out about them.

Objectives: This section summarizes what the player should try to accomplish during the game.

Relationships: These are people the character knows or has heard of.

Drive: This sums up the character's driving motivation in one to three words.

Resources: These are things that may help the character accomplish their goals. Resources may be 
physical, such as a weapon or money, or abstract, such as a special ability or knowledge.

Rumors: These are things the character has heard but are not confirmed knowledge. Any given rumor 
may be true, false, partially true or true but misleading. It is up to the player whether to believe a given 
rumor.

Tip for beginning play: Each profile contains a suggestion for an action to take when the game begins 
which is likely to further the character's goals. Players may choose to ignore these.
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BEGINNING THE GAME

So you've gathered everyone together for the game. Now what? If anybody does not have a profile yet, 
assign characters and distribute them at this time. Give everyone a chance to ask questions in private 
and give them any resources listed in their profile. Even if everyone has read the rules already, quickly 
go over them again with the whole group in case something didn't stick. This whole process will take a 
little while, but it's worth it. Once you get started, you don't want anything slowing the game down, so 
it is best to make sure everyone is fully prepared first. 

While you are privately briefing players, you should leave the Player Guide pages out for everyone's 
perusal. It is advised to print multiple copies of this document if players have not had a chance to read 
it beforehand.

It will be helpful, when casting is finished, to write player names beside character names on the cast 
list. Keep all of these pages out for easy reference during the game. Have everyone briefly introduce 
their character so players have a chance to put faces to the names in their 
profiles. Now it's time to start. Take note of the starting time. Each 
scenario has a fixed running time, and certain events may happen 
at specific intervals (see individual scenarios for details).

Most scenarios begin with a speech from either a GM 
character or a central player character. Either way, you want 
to give a definitive signal that the game has begun. All 
players should then be in character until the end of 
the game. Following the speech, players should begin 
conversing among themselves and going off for secret 
meetings. If anyone seems lost, begin asking them 
questions about themselves in-character or 
encourage them to try the tip for beginning 
play listed in their profile.
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YOUR DUTIES DURING THE GAME

Like the players, you will be playing a part. Each scenario comes with a GM character description and 
a list of GM duties. You have the option to appoint someone to act as a second GM if you feel it might 
be too much work for you alone. An additional GM would not play a character but would be available to 
assist with out-of-character duties.

You will sometimes be required to step out of character to answer a player's question or give a ruling. 
Whether you should answer a question is mostly a matter of common sense. If a player is asking about 
another character's secrets, it doesn't make sense for them to know, and you shouldn't tell them. If it's 
a question about the setting or a character with whom they have a previous relationship, it's probably 
reasonable to give them the information.

While you should have plenty of time to sit back and enjoy the proceedings, you will have some things 
to keep track of.

1. Events. If there are any listed events for the scenario, such as the auction in Goats & Scapes, you will 
have to conduct them, making sure to pay attention to when in the evening they should take place.

2. Secondary characters. Although it is not guaranteed, it is common for one or more characters to die 
or flee during the game. If a character dies, the general rules request players to play a corpse for a few 
minutes, until their body is discovered. If they are left too long, they can get up and inform you, at which 
point you can make an announcement about the death. A corpse can be searched by players. To avoid 
the awkwardness of playing this out, have the corpse hand over any game items to the searcher.

After a death or departure, the player can receive a secondary character, assuming enough time is left. As 
a rule of thumb, there probably isn't much point in giving out a new character with fewer than twenty 
five minutes remaining. Suggestions are included on the secondary character profiles concerning when 
each is appropriate to hand out. Give the player their new profile and any accompanying resources, 
answering any questions they may have before they rejoin the game.

3. Overseeing mechanics. There are some game mechanics that require your direct intervention. These 
should not come up often, but they will require you to do something. The particulars will be given in 
the scenario handbook or general rules. Make sure you are familiar with these for when they come up.

4. The wrap-up. Just as most players only know a small amount of the big picture going into a game, 
they will only have witnessed a small amount of what took place during the game. It is only possible 
to get an idea of what really happened by gathering up players at the end of the game and having them 
explain themselves one by one. They will no longer need to be in character at this point. Each should 
explain their secrets, objectives, and the important things that happened to them during the game. Each 
scenario contains a suggested character order.
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MATERIALS PROVIDED

With each scenario, you will receive several documents, including everything you'll need to run the 
party. These files will always include:

Scenario Handbook: This handbook, for the GM only, will summarize characters and subplots for 
quick reference, list resources, provide casting suggestions, list and describe GM duties during the 
game (including events and any special mechanics), and answer some questions you might have.

Player Guide: This file will provide information the players will need, such as general rules, a cast list, 
and other information relevant to the scenario.

Characters: This file will include profiles of all possible characters, including core cast, supplementary 
characters, and secondary characters. While you will have summaries of these characters in the scenario 
handbook, these are the more detailed profiles you will provide to players.

Casting Questionnaire: This sheet is provided for players to indicate what kind of character they would 
like to play. Numbers from these questionnaires may be entered into the casting program to help assign 
characters.

Casting Program: This application can help you match players to characters they will 
enjoy playing.

Resources: This file will include printable versions of most of the 
resources needed for the game. (Some props you may need to provide 
yourself, but these should be basic items you already own.) There will 
also be suggestions for alternative props you may use instead.

Some scenarios will include additional files, but the materials described 
above will always be provided. Once you have all the materials, players, and a 
place to play, you'll be ready to run an Espionage Party!


